Today's Featured Activity: Bubbles!
Can you say bubbles without smiling, I know I can’t! This time of year, what better
outside activity than blowing bubbles and chasing after them? With supplies you
likely have around your house you can make a variety of wands, blowers and art
with homemade bubble solution.
While dish soap and water mixed together will provide you with a decent
amount of bubble fun, the addition of sugar can make these bubbles more
stable and if you have some winter gloves, you’re even able to catch them
in your hands! Use this recipe here, for great results! If you have corn syrup
at home, this recipe is good for making giant bubbles!
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If you can’t seem to find any of last years bubble wands, why not try making
some? When you’re out on a walk collect some sticks from the ground to
make these stick wands.
If you’d like to make giant bubbles, try these wands, using either sticks and
strings, or straws!
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Have you ever tried to make different shaped bubbles? Do different shaped
bubble wands make a difference? Here you can learn how to make a
square bubble!
Using an old water bottle and sock you can make bubble snakes!
Have you ever tried bubble painting? You will definitely want to do this
activity outside and with old clothes on!
Did you do this activity? Post a photo on Instagram and tag @clctrust or use
#clctrust.
Have suggestions for activities you'd like to see? Send us an email!

Be sure to check out our blog: The Outside Story!
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